
Final Exam Study Guide
Living in a Pluralistic World: Anthro 340, Fall 2004

The final exam will be from 5:00 to 6:50 on Wednesday, December 15, in our usual
room. Bring a large-size blue book, because unlike the midterm, there will not be space to
write essays on the test itself. The final is worth 25% of the possible points in the course
(250 of 1000). It will include a mix of essay answers, shorter written answers, and
multiple-choice questions. The essay questions will allow you a choice of either of two
questions to address. The final emphasizes the second half of the course, but will involve
some ideas from Middleton and a general understanding of Allen. The questions below
may be on the test, but they are not a complete list. You may bring and use notes on one
side of a single 8½" x 11" sheet of paper. Tiny type is OK.

Essay questions might include questions like:

1. The Hold Life Has, Guests of the Sheik, and With These Hands were all written by
anthropologists (despite Elizabeth Fernea's claim to the contrary), yet they are very
different. Aside from the obvious differences in location and cultures, in what ways
do these books differ in approach, coverage, and intent? In what ways is each
anthropological? Ideas from Middleton may be helpful for parts of this discussion,
but are not required.

2. In Guests of the Sheik, Elizabeth Fernea (BJ, Beeja) feels "chastened" when she
realizes that the women of El Nahra had pitied her. To chasten means "to correct by
punishment; to chastise, to reprimand", as a parent would do to a child.
� Why did the women pity her?
� Why would BJ take this pity as a reprimand or a put-down?
� Why was she surprised that they would feel that way about her?
� Does this illustrate anything about culture in general?

3. In Guests of the Sheik, what does BJ think is better about our form of marriage
compared to the marriage practices in El Nahra, and what do the women of El Nahra
think is better about their form of marriage? How can intelligent people disagree so
strongly on something this basic?

4. Based on Guests of the Sheik and West of Kabul, East of New York, why do
conservative Islamic women wear covering garments like the abayah in Iraq or the
burqa in Afghanistan? There are numerous reasons, so please address a number of
them. What does this form of dress mean to these women?

5. Tamim Ansary, author of West of Kabul, East of New York, contrasts the Afghan
society of his childhood with US society. What differences does he discuss
concerning daily life, family, religion, and general values? What explanations does he
give for how or why Afghan society came to be that way? How would you explain the
origins of the different values and practices of US society?



6. According to Tamim Ansary, author of West of Kabul, East of New York,
� what is the reasoning that leads ultra-conservative Muslims like those of the

Taliban to insist on extremely strict rules of behavior that seem archaic to us?
� what does he think caused large numbers of people to want to join the Taliban?

(Hint: where did they grow up, under what circumstances, and what might the
psychological consequences of that be?)

� Can you think of any other place(s) where similar processes might have occurred
or be occurring now? Please explain.

7. What insights can you glean from Guests of the Sheik, the video Iraqi Women, and/or
West of Kabul, East of New York concerning the recent US military actions in
Afghanistan and/or Iraq, and about US policies and the situations in those countries
now and into the future? Can you understand any of the news about these events
better now, or can you make any reasonable predictions based on these sources?
Explain. (Hint: This is an open-ended question with many possible good responses.
You could consider lessons from historical precedents described in these sources;
attitudes and beliefs in Iraq and Afghanistan; examples of the ease or difficulty of
bridging cultural gaps, or cases of cultural misunderstandings; the effects of culture
shock on visitors; or other themes.)

8. President Bush has promised to push for a "guest worker" program to match "willing
workers" from other countries, particularly Mexico, with "willing employers" in the
United States, with provisions to ensure that any such jobs could not be filled by US
residents. What are some of the pitfalls such a program is likely to encounter, based
on previous similar programs? What interest groups might be for it, what interest
groups might oppose it, and why?

9. In the 1930s through the 1960s, labor unions had a big impact on working conditions
in all industries in the US. What protections were gained by most US workers in this
period? How did gains for farmworkers compare to those for other workers, initially
and later on?

10. What trends since the 1960s may have reduced membership in farmworkers' unions
and inhibited further improvements in farm labor conditions? What impact might the
proposed "guest worker" program have on union membership and unions' ability to
promote changes in farm labor conditions?

11. Daniel Rothenberg, author of With These Hands, thinks that farmworkers are
mistreated. The growers he interviews generally disagree. Explain Rothenberg's
specific complaints and why he thinks the situation is unjust; then explain the
growers' interpretations of farm labor, farm workers, and why they feel that the
situation is not unfair.

12. How does the presence of large numbers of undocumented migrant workers affect
farm work in the US? Could the US-Mexico border really be closed to undocumented
migrants? If it were, what might some of the results be, both here and in Mexico?


